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Royal Britannica
Vesta’s Royal Britannica collection features elements
from the old world and traditional disciplines of thought.
All hardware is crafted by gifted artisans distinguishing it
from the ordinary. Four stimulating finishes are in stock
for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
Hardware
AB
= antique brass
AN
= antique nickel
OB
= old black
PB
= polished brass
Tubing (AN not available)
AB
= antique brass
BN
= brushed nickel
OB
= old black
PB
= polished brass

OB

MATERIAL:
■ brass
DIAMETER & BRACKETS:
19/16"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Tube lengths exceeding 106" will incur significant additional freight
charges. The collection’s tube splice can be used to achieve longer
spans while the required center bracket will conceal the resulting seam.
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ABBREVIATION KEY:
D
= diameter
H
= height
L
= length
P
= projection
W
= width
ID
= inside diameter
OD
= outside diameter

PB
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19/16" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 8'

Royal Britannica Collection
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, AN, BN (tubing only), OB, PB | Material: brass
FINIALS

A. Charlotte

#401030 - 21/2"W, 21/4"L
*shown in AB

C. William

#401150 - 21/2"W, 41/2"L

E. Richard

#401140 - 21/2"W, 41/2"L

*shown in OB

B. Anne

*shown in AN

D. Elizabeth

#401020 - 21/4"W, 2"L

#401070 - 21/2"W, 31/2"L

*shown in AN

G. George

inSTock
ship

#401120 - 23/4"W, 33/4"L

quick

*shown in OB

F. Edward

*shown in PB

#401040 - 23/4"W, 43/4"L
*shown in AB
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ACCESSORIES

Charles wall bracket

#402062 - 23/8"W, 25/8"P
#402064 - 23/8"W, 41/8"P
#402066 - 23/8"W, 61/8"P

Henry wall bracket

#402161 - 21/2"W, 71/4"P
**stem may be cut for shorter projections

Henry Double Bracket

#402162 - 21/2"W, 51/8" & 9"P

Anne Loop
#907630
13"L, 51/2"P

Inside Mount
#402000
21/8"W, 1"L

End Cap

#401000
13/4"W, 7/8"L

Tube Splice
#408090
19/16"D, 6"L

Plain Tubing

#408000 - 19/16"D
AN finish not available

sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 10' / 12' lengths

Reeded Tubing

#408020 - 19/16"D
AN finish not available

Rigoletto

rosette
#903617 - 3"W

sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 10' / 12' lengths

Tieback Base

#903010 - 11/4"W, 31/2"L

Ring w/eye

#406011
2"ID, 23/8"OD

Hollow Ring w/clip
#406030
2"ID, 3"OD

Brass Clip

#909110 - brass
#909111 - black

Wand

#910100
39"L
#910125
49"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • www.ivesta.com

